
Welcome everyone! 
 
Note: the shared pdf version of the slides contain the presentation slides, slightly 
revised to include some questions from each session and slides omitted for time 
purposes. 
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The objectives for today’s session are to: 
 
--Gain an understanding of the differences between AACR2 and RDA cataloging for 
audio recordings 
--Locate RDA instructions pertaining to audio recordings in the RDA Toolkit 
--Identify new MARC21 fields created to accommodate RDA elements 
--Learn about music cataloging resources that supplement RDA instructions 
pertaining to audio recordings 
 
Sources used in the preparation of this webinar: RDA Toolkit (including LC-PCC Policy 
Statements), MLA Best Practices, LC RDA training materials, PCC BSR and various 
policy documents. 
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Today’s agenda (read slide). We will not get to all of this – later we can choose 
whether to do Special Topics or spend more time with the record examples. 
 
The focus of is on compact discs, unless specified. 
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Read slide 
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RDs - $e author (creator – work level), $e narrator (contributor – expression level) 
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Author has multiple roles – author, narrator; RDs in WEMI order 
 
Subtitle only on container, so goes in 246 as variant title 
 
264 $b – transcribed, so must include the whole phrase 
 
300 – not transcribed, so use of “approximately” 
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Both 520s were present in the Connexion record. I’d probably include only the 2nd 
520… (the lengthy 1st 520 is from the publisher description) 
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RD - $e recordist is expression level, so not a creator (must be work-level) 
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245 $b could be an edition statement? (“version”) 
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Streaming media are video or audio transmitted over a network that can be played 
immediately, with no need to download an entire file before playback. Audio and/or 
video content is sent to the user as a data stream. A small amount of data is sent 
ahead to the user’s computer and buffered temporarily on the hard drive, and as 
playback proceeds, more data is constantly streamed to the user’s machine. The files 
created by buffering are temporary, and are gone when playback is complete. 
  
Streaming technology allows users to access audiovisual content on the Internet (or 
any computer network) without waiting for entire files to download. This minimizes 
both the amount of time required to view audiovisual content online, and the 
amount of storage space necessary to do so. Streaming technology also makes it 
possible for remote users to access live events, such as lectures or radio broadcasts, 
in real time. 
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A typical source (from Streaming Media Guide) 
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Another example 
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Note that the OLAC guide contains an appendix with instructions if an institution does 
not want to apply P-N guidelines 
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Add an 006 for secondary characteristics (computer files) 
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2 007s – 1 for audio recording, 1 for computer resources 
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007 CF – these are the critical subfields, others are optional 
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Note the 2 337 fields: computer, audio 
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Add $e pn if applying P-N guidelines 
 
<> indicates variable data – fill in what applies to your resource 
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Audio example from the Streaming Media guide 
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To borrow a phrase from one of my OLAC-MOUG colleagues… 
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First available in 1999 
 
SACDs always have 2 channel stereo sound plus optional surround sound (called 
“Multi-channel” and discs carry a “Multi-ch.” logo usually on the back of the 
container). Pure SACDs are encrypted and readable only by a licensed SACD device. 
Hybrid discs, though, ARE playable on a normal CD player or computer drive. SACDs 
can’t contain video content (unlike DVD-audio) 
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SACDs are usually well-marked… 
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Hybrid SACDs usually carry both the SACD and CD logos, and some verbage about 
compatibility with standard CD players. Hybrid SACDs are much more common. 
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Cataloging considerations for SACDs: 
1. Multiple 007s can be entered to reflect both the CD and SACD characteristics 

(notably 007/04 will need to be coded for SACD multichannel and also CD stereo) 
2. 33X as usual for audio recordings 
3. 344 & 347 – note the repeated subfields to capture all the info 
4. 538 systems requirement note; should describe what technology is present and 

what playback equipment is necessary for use. 
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Note the 2 – 007s, 33X, 344 (adds $g surround), 347 (adds $b SACD) 
 
The 538 could be worded to include “hybrid SACD” if you wanted to have that 
searchable 
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An early DVD-Audio; most aren’t so heavily branded these days! (DTS = Digital 
Theatre System) 
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Multiple configurations of audio channels  
1 channel mono to 5.1 surround 

Higher capacity disc than CD 
Includes extra materials 
Hybrid DVD-A (HDAD) also available 

HDAD requires DVD-A player 
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Again, we need 2 007 fields for the 2 different sound channel configuration 
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Note the 2 – 007s 
33X as usual 
344 - $g surround 
347 - $b DVD audio 
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 This was a double-sided disc – uses 3 - 538 fields (too complicated for a single note) 
 
1 - for the resource as a whole 
2 - for Side A 
3 - for Side B 
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1st available in 2008, with a “relaunch” as High Fidelity Pure Audio in 2013 
 
An extension of the Blu-ray video format: requires a Blu-ray player; playable on 
Playstation 3 
 
Can hold a whopping 7 hours of material (contrast with the CD which holds 78 
minutes) 
 
Some discs may come with an mp3 download option 
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Contrasting Blu-ray package with CD package (upper pic) 
 
Typical Blu-ray stereo options 
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Similar to DVD-audio 
 
Note that 347 cannot use $2 rda, since “Blu-ray audio” is NOT in the RDA list! 
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2 – 007s 
33X as usual – same for both discs 
 
2 sets of 344 & 347: 
 
$3 used to specify which disc 
 
347 – note lack of $2 rda, since term “Blu-ray audio” is not in the list of audio 
encoding formats at RDA 3.19 
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A general 500 note to describe the disc combo 
 
The existing 538 in the record, rather cryptic, provides info on the Blu-ray disc. I’d 
probably spell out the need for a special player. 
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An enhanced CD is a combination CD/CD-ROM. The CD portion is audio, and the CD-
ROM portion may include things like documentaries, video clips, still pictures or text. 
These generally work in either standalone CD players (audio only) or computer drives. 
 
There really isn’t a standard way these discs are identified. Sometimes it will be noted 
on the label or the container (usually in teeny-tiny print!) or there will be a list of 
system requirements for the CD-ROM content. 
 
(Reference): 
http://www.discmakers.com/music/products/enhancedcd.asp 
What’s an Enhanced CD?  
An Enhanced CD is an audio CD that includes CD-ROM data such as video, photos, 
web links, and more. 
 
Audio CDs have 78 minutes of available space, but most recordings only contain 
about 60 minutes of music. An Enhanced CD (E-CD) uses this leftover space to include 
additional data. In an audio player, an E-CD simply plays music. But on a PC or Mac, it 
launches the additional content 
http://www.musicfan.com/what.php 
An enhanced compact disc (ECD) is an audio CD with multimedia content that can be 
played on both audio CD and computer-based CD-ROM players. DVD stands for Digital 
Versatile Disc. It is a disc that can hold cinema-like digital video, audio that surpasses  
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the quality of conventional CDs, and computer data. There are many enhanced CD 
and music DVD titles on the market and if you are a music collector and/or fan you 
won't want to miss out on owning some of these great titles! 
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Cataloging enhanced CDs is similar to regular CDs, with the addition of a few fields to 
bring out the CD-ROM aspect: 

1. Add an 006 for the CD-ROM aspect; code especially the form of material and type 
of computer file. 

2. Code the fixed field “Form of item” s for electronic. Normally this is not done for 
regular CDs. It is only done for enhanced CDs that require a computer to use the 
special features. 

3. Include a 538 system requirements note; information may be found on the 
container, insert, or disc. 

4. Provide a formatted or unformatted contents note for both the disc and the 
“extras.” 
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An example – an enhanced CD that accompanies a periodical issue 
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includes enhanced “multimedia program” 
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Questions? 
 
Thank you! 
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Thank you! 
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